Studio Art B.A.

Action Plan:

Based off of student grades, it appears the common goal of preparing students to develop an initial understanding of this objective is being achieved. However, due to the current structure of Foundations Core, the findings have been processed through many instructors’ individual rubrics and have considerable variations. As a result, students’ have varied skill levels upon completion of the Foundations Curriculum.

In an effort to improve student outcomes within all Foundations courses, a process to standardize syllabi throughout the Foundations Core Curriculum has begun and will be fully implemented by Fall of 2018. This standardization makes student objectives clearer for both instructor and student. It also provides linear and sequential pedagogical teaching and learning methods with goals that build upon one another throughout the course schedules. The new system, although standardized, does allow for slight variation depending on the instructor’s personal teaching modes while still adhering to widely accepted Foundational targets.